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Workshop Overview

• Who owns © in what you create
– CU intellectual property overview

• What publishers would like
• What author’s might want

– Ownership
– Open access

• What options are available to authors
• How to license content to others (CC)



Who owns copyright? 

• Normally the 
author

• Exception: work 
for hire 



Work for Hire: 2 types

1.  Employers 
own work of 
employees



2nd Type: Commissioned Work

• “a work specially ordered or 
commissioned for use as a 
contribution to a collective 
work, as a part of a motion 
picture or other audiovisual 
work, as a translation, as a 
supplementary work, as a 
compilation, as an 
instructional text, as a test, 
as answer material for a test, 
or as an atlas…”

• Agreement must be in writing



CU’s IP Policy

• Found at:
<http://www.policy.cornell.edu/cm_images/

uploads/pol/Copyright.html>
• Distinguishes between academic staff, 

non-academic staff, and students
• Also distinguishes between traditional 

works (books, articles, etc.), patentable 
works, and encoded works that require a 
large commitment of CU resources



Academic Employees

• You own © in traditional 
works

• Exceptions:
– Grant and contract terms 

take precedence
– Administrative work belongs 

to CU
– Exceptional commitment of 

resources (i.e., distance 
learning courses) belong in 
part to CU

•Questions: contact Pat McClary



Others at CU

• Non-Academic 
Staff 
–© belongs to 

Cornell
• Students

–© belongs to 
students

• Exceptions:
–Student 

employees
–Grant, contract 

terms
–Specific college 

requirements



How does one secure copyright 
protection?

• By fixing an original 
work of authorship
–Automatic Protection 

since 1 March 1989
–No requirement for 

notice or registration



What do Publishers Want?

• Sometimes nothing at all
• Most often, © transfer
• Sometimes a license to publish



© and Publication

COPYRIGHT
ASHS retains cop h, 
or reproduce individual contributions or 
from ASHS. Also, ASHS requires that cr me 
number, pagination, and date of publication.

yright for all of its publications. Permission to reprint, republis
parts of contributions must be obtained 
edit be given by indicating the volu



What happens when you sign?

• You may lose the right to:
–Use the work in your own teaching
–Modify the work in future publications
–Store a copy on a web site
–Share the work with colleagues
–Even post a copy of the work in the 

hallway!



Examples

• Robert Gilmour…
• 2nd edition…

• Departmental web site 
with faculty papers
– 3 people working for 3 

months



Findings

• All publishers allowed free use of the abstract and 
a single figure from each paper. 

• Most publishers also allowed the use of the pre-
and/or post-prints of the journal articles (i.e., not 
in the format of the publisher), provided that the 
original source of the publisher is credited.  In 
many cases, the publishers also required a link to 
their website.  

• In rare cases, the publishers allowed the use of 
the complete pdf version of the paper as 
published.



Summary of what authors want:

• Ownership of content
• Ability to make it freely available to 

others
• Ability to authorize others to use it in 

teaching, research
• Increased readership and citations

How do you do it?



4 Options

• Publish in an open access journal
• Publish in a journal that allows 

posting to open access repository
• License publication, but keep your ©
• Transfer ©, but keep some rights



Option 1: Open Access Journals

• Use an Open Access journal: 
“Open-access (OA) literature is digital, 

online, free of charge, and free of 
most copyright and licensing 
restrictions.” Peter Suber

• Open access may lead to more 
citations



Open Access at Cornell

• CU Faculty Senate Resolution (2005):

The Senate strongly encourages all faculty, and 
especially tenured faculty, to consider publishing 

in open access, rather than restricted access, 
journals or in reasonably priced journals that 

make their contents openly accessible shortly after 
publication



Free Open Access Journals

<http://www.doaj.org/>

2,433 free, full text, quality controlled scientific and scholarly journals 



Some publishers let you pay for 
Open Access

• Completely free 
– Example: PLOS
– Charges: $2k-$2.5K/article

• Open Access as an option
– Examples: BMJ, Wiley, Cambridge UP, 

Amer. Physical Soc., Blackwell
– Removes price, but leaves other ©

restrictions in place



Option 2: Use an OA repository

Two kinds of repositories:

1.  Subject-based (ArXiv, Pub Med Central)
2.  Institutional (Dspace at CU; Digital 

Commons@ILR)



Some publishers permit deposit

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php


Efforts to mandate OA deposit

• NIH voluntary deposit request
• Mandates from some granting 

agencies
• Federal Research Public Access Act 

of 2006 (Cornyn/Lieberman bill)



http://www.publicaccesstoresearch.org



Cautions for Deposit

• Some journals think pre-prints = 
publication
–Won’t accept the article

• © transfer = permission of journal
• May not have rights the repository 

requires



Option 3: 1st Publication License

• Retain ownership of your ©, but license to 
the publisher the rights it needs
– UK Study: 20% of publishers have this as an option
– Another 21% will make it an option if you ask

• Often requires you to rewrite contract (if 
publisher doesn’t offer)

http://copyrighttoolbox.surf.nl/
copyrighttoolbox/authors/licence/





Option 4: Use an Author’s Addenda

• Standardized way to get the terms 
you want.

• 5 to chose from:
–SPARC
–MIT
–Science Commons Scholar’s Copyright 

(3 flavors)
http://www.sciencecommons.org/projects/publishing/



Example: 
OpenAccess-
CreativeCommons 
1.0 Addendum

- Retain non-
commercial use 
rights
- Can authorize 
others for non-
commercial use



Notwithstanding any terms in the Publication Agreement to the 
contrary, AUTHOR and PUBLISHER agree that in addition to any 
rights under copyright retained by Author in the Publication 
Agreement, Author retains: 
(i) the rights to reproduce, to distribute, to publicly perform, and

to publicly display the Article in any medium for non-
commercial purposes; 

(ii) the right to prepare derivative works from the Article; and
(iii)the right to authorize others to make any non-commercial use 

of the Article 
so long as Author receives credit as author and the journal in 
which the Article has been published is cited as the source of first 
publication of the Article.



Faculty Senate Resolution, 2006

The Senate urges faculty members to 
attach the SPARC Author’s Addendum 
to publishing contracts that they sign 

unless they arrange to retain copyright 
itself and transfer only the right of first 

print and electronic publication.



Creative Commons

• Standardized way of 
expressing rights

• Based on copyright 
ownership

• Tells users what they 
can do

www.creativecommons.org



Summary

• Read your contracts!
• Ask for the rights you want
• There are lots of easy options:

– Pick the right publisher
– Deposit in an OA repository
– Grant a publication license
– Use an author’s addenda

• Grant permissions in advance
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